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ABSTRACT 

 
A number of scholars have identified partisan differences in policy representation—with 
Republicans more often found to represent the rich, while Democrats align with the preferences 
of less affluent voters. This paper explores these partisan differences—questioning the simple 
conclusion that Republicans represent the rich and Democrats represent the poor on both 
theoretical and methodological grounds. Instead, we develop and test a theory in which elected 
officials of both parties primarily represents their co-partisans, who agree with one another on 
many policy issues. Yet, on a sub-set of policy issues, there is disagreement within the party with 
either the rich or poor co-partisans more likely to support the policy. We hypothesize and present 
evidence from roll call voting in the U.S. Senate that, in these cases, Senators of both parties will 
better represent the preferences held by wealthier members of their party. Our findings 
underscore the value in examining the content of policy debates and theorizing about different 
forms of representation for different types of votes/policy issues. 
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The historic growth in income inequality over the last few decades has been the focus of 

significant scholarship, as well as public discussion and heated political debate. A significant 

contribution from political scientists has been a willingness to grapple with important normative 

questions about how the growth of economic inequality may challenge, if not undermine, our 

norm of political equality in which citizens should be treated as political equals, even if holding 

vastly different levels of resources. To date, the empirical work on this topic suggests that this 

norm is not upheld in the U.S. and in other Western democracies (Giger, Rosset, and Bernauer 

2012)—with policymakers and policymaking more aligned with the preferences of the wealthy 

than of the poor who have almost no independent influence over the policies enacted or votes 

taken by their elected officials (e.g., for a detailed review of this literature and its debates and 

controversies see: Erikson 2015). 

Complicating this notion that policymakers represent the wealthiest Americans are the 

increasingly polarized political parties, which seem to be representing vastly different 

constituencies rather than converging on the policy preferences held by the rich. In fact, recent 

research examining partisan differences most often conclude that Republicans are the party more 

likely to represent the wealthy—with Democratic parties either representing the rich and poor 

more equally or, in other cases, better representing poorer Americans (e.g., Brunner, Ross, and 

Washington 2013; Griffin and Newman 2016). Rhodes and Schaffner (2017) characterized these 

party differences as one in which Americans represented by Republicans experience an 

“oligarchic mode of representation,” which they contrast with the “populist model” experienced 

by those represented by Democrats. 

The fact that Republicans seem more likely to represent the rich is often understood as a 

function of their generally-wealthier constituency (Stonecash 2000), and are consistent with 
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high-profile efforts to enact more conservative economic legislation benefiting the wealthy (e.g., 

the 2017 tax reform that lowered the corporate income tax). Yet, the conclusion that the 

Democratic party is representing the poor conflicts with other research—like that on policy 

representation which shows little correlation between the preferences of the poor and policies 

that are enacted, even under Democratic party control. Further, Democrats are known for high-

profile efforts to push for liberal social policies (e.g., abortion rights, same sex marriage) even 

though low-income Americans are actually more conservative on these issues than are wealthier 

Americans (Gilens 2009). And finally, given the resource-intensive nature of American politics, 

both parties need the wealthy to finance campaigns–so it is unlikely that Democrats could 

completely ignore the distinct preferences of wealthy Americans or party activists who typically 

share deeply-held values and specific policy preferences (Cohen et al. 2008).  

This leaves us with a confusing set of findings in which the role of the Democratic party 

in representational inequality is particularly unclear. Are Democrats better representing one 

income group over another? If so, are they better presenting the rich or the poor? In this paper, 

we take up these questions, concluding that Democrats, like Republicans, typically represent the 

rich—although this differential responsiveness occurs on different policy issues for each party. 

Understanding this process requires distinguishing between geographic and reelection 

constituencies, as well as among different types of policy issues on which representation occurs.  

It is well-established that elected officials distinguish between the notion of a geographic 

constituency (everyone they represent) and a reelection constituency (those likely to vote for 

them), with greater priority placed on the latter group of constituents (Fenno 1977). Yet, most 

research examining representation of the rich or poor considers only the broader geographic 

constituency. We extend this analysis to also examine the degree of inequality in representation 
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within parties. Specifically, we theorize that the rigorous empirical findings that Democrats are 

better representing the poor may simply be an artifact of the more central process of 

representation in which Democratic elected officials are primarily representing their (more 

liberal) Democratic constituents. This shifts the question of representational inequality to also 

ask whether elected officials are better representing the wealthier members of their own party.  

We also distinguish among the policy issues on which representation occurs. In general, a 

more policy-centered approach can help illuminate patterns of power and influence that are 

overlooked when policy debates or issues are simply aggregated and policymaking is theorized 

about in general rather than considering the particular conflicts elicited over different types of 

policy (Hacker and Pierson 2014). This policy-centered lens is particularly important for 

examining differential responsiveness by income since for many policy issues the preferences 

held by the poor are not that different than those held by the rich—providing a “healthy limit” on 

the level of political inequality that can occur (Soroka and Wlezien 2008). Further, for the policy 

issues in which preferences of different income groups diverge, we see a cross-cutting pattern in 

which wealthier Americans are more conservative on economic issues but more liberal on 

social/moral policy issues (Gilens 2009). This provides an incentive for the Democratic Party to 

appeal to wealthier constituents—and campaign donors—on those social policy issues on which 

they are more liberal. However, we know much less about differential responsiveness on social 

issues since the literature on political inequality tends to focus on economic policy (for which 

Republicans are incentivized to appeal to the wealthy) or to aggregate all the policy issues 

included in a particular survey—with most surveys including many more economic policy items 

than social policy ones.  
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 In this paper, we lay out a theory in which senators of each party are primarily 

representing their co-partisans—who typically agree with one another on policy issues. Yet, on 

some issues, there is disagreement within the party with either the rich or poor co-partisans more 

likely to support the policy. We expect that, in these cases, Democrats (just like Republicans) 

will better represent the preferences held by wealthier members of their party. We test this 

expectation using CCES data on 21 salient roll call votes taken in the U.S. Senate since 2006, 

examining the congruence between senators’ votes and the preferences held by different 

segments of their geographic constituency and senators’ co-partisans.  

Consistent with our expectations, we find greater representation of co-partisans, as well 

as differences in representation across issues. Specifically, the Democratic constituency was 

most divided by income on social policy issues; and those were the issues on which we found 

Democratic Senators to better represent their rich co-partisans than their poorer ones. On other 

issues, where there is little difference in the preferences held by poor Democrats and rich 

Democrats, null findings indicate less about representational equality and more about the 

underlying public opinion structure providing a natural limit on any inequality that can occur. 

Meanwhile, Republican-identifying Americans are most divided by income on economic—not 

social—issues. Therefore it is not surprising that we find Republican senators to better-represent 

their rich geographic constituency and co-partisans on economic, but not social, issues. 

THEORY 

As discussed earlier, recent empirical investigations have illustrated uneven 

responsiveness of policymakers to citizens from different income groups (e.g., Bartels 2009; 

Druckman and Jacobs 2011; Gilens 2005; Gilens and Page 2014; Jacobs and Page 2005; Rigby 

and Wright 2011). Together, these studies suggest that American democracy is falling far short 
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of its ideal of political equality due to policymakers’ heightened attention to more affluent 

constituents and political elites at the expense of the poor. In a seminal work—also examining 

the U.S. Senate—Bartels (2009) found a strong relationship between the voting records of U.S. 

Senators and the ideology of their more affluent constituents; this relationship was weaker for 

middle-income constituents, and nearly non-existent for opinions held by the poorest groups. 

Later, Hayes (2013) examined this question across multiple Congresses and also found 

consistent responsiveness of upper income constituents over lower income ones in the voting 

records of Members of Congress.  

To assess the consequences of differential representation across income groups, the 

question becomes whether the preferences of some income groups are more closely aligned with 

policy than the preferences of other income groups. Gilens (2009, 2012) examined the odds of 

thousands of proposed policy change based on the level of support among Americans at the 10th, 

50th, and 90th income percentiles. Gilens finds that when the views of low- or middle-income 

Americans diverge from those held by the affluent, there is virtually no relationship between the 

policy preferences held by those less advantaged and the rate or direction of policy change 

adopted at the federal level.  Flavin (2012) examined this relationship at the state-level across 

income groups and found that citizens with low income receive little substantive political 

representation in the policy decisions made by their state government compared to affluent 

citizens who are represented in policy decisions.  This was found for an overall measure of 

policy liberalism, as well as for specific policies like the death penalty and abortion.   

Party Differences in Representation 

A number of studies have identified greater differential responsiveness among 

Republican parties, Republican policymakers, and Republican-controlled government. For 
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example, Bartels (2008) found differential responsiveness for both parties; yet, the greatest skew 

was among Republican senators. Further research has reinforced this notion that Republicans are 

the party more likely to represent the wealthy—with Democratic parties either representing the 

rich and poor more equally or in some cases better representing poorer Americans (Brunner, 

Ross, and Washington 2013; Ellis 2013; Griffin and Newman 2016; Rhodes and Schaffner 

2017). In fact, Rhodes and Schaffner (2017) characterize these party differences as one in which 

Americans represented by Republicans experience an “oligarchic mode of representation,” which 

they contrast with the “populist model” experienced by those represented by Democrats.  

The fact that Republicans seem more likely to represent the rich is often understood as a 

function of their generally-wealthier constituency (Stonecash 2000) and the heightened 

representation received by co-partisans (Clinton 2006). Griffin and Newman (2016) compared 

the income distribution among partisans grouped into the three income groups often used in 

research on differential representation and found that while 38 percent of Republicans were in 

the highest income third, only 28 percent of Democrats were. 

Yet, some other research contradicts this finding. In general, at the state level, Republican 

parties seem better able to provide more equal responsiveness to opinion differences across 

income groups (Rigby and Wright 2011).  In fact, we have seen both parties increasingly focus 

their mobilization efforts on the wealthy who are in a position to make donations, as well as the 

most predisposed to vote (Huckfeldt and Sprague 1992; Schier 2000). Indeed, Campbell (2007) 

documented a sharp increase in both Republican and Democratic parties’ efforts to mobilize 

high-income voters over the last few decades, which has resulted in a world in which both parties 

depend on the wealthy to finance their campaigns. Since Republicans have a natural fundraising 

advantage given the higher average income of their party backers, these resource constraints may 
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be most consequential for Democratic parties (Rigby and Wright 2013). For example, Rigby and 

Wright (2013) found representation to be particularly skewed among Democratic parties in states 

with high levels of income inequality—states where campaign contributions are more likely to 

be reliant on a smaller but wealthier share of the citizens in the state. 

 What much of the unequal representation literature misses is that whether legislators try 

to represent the preferences of a given constituent is dependent upon that the constituent’s 

support for the legislator; a legislator will not be able to win over a constituent that strongly 

identifies with the opposite party, for example. Fenno (1977) wrote of four different types of 

constituencies within each member’s district: (1) the geographic constituency, all of the citizens 

of a member’s district; (2) the reelection constituency of supporters and potential supporters; (3) 

the primary constituency of strong supporters; and (4) intimates, the MC’s closest advisors. 

Fenno posits that MCs are most attentive to the intimates and least attentive to the geographic 

constituency. MCs, motivated by reelection, will need to serve policy wins to the reelection and 

primary constituencies to stay in office. Bishin (2000) confirms these theoretical expectations, 

finding that the ideology of the reelection constituency is a stronger predictor of the behavior of 

senators than is the ideology of the geographic constituency. Similarly, in a case study of the 

assault weapons ban, Medoff, Dennis, and Bishin (1995) find a strong effect of the reelection 

constituency’s preferences on legislator behavior. Both studies call into question the assumption 

that American legislators are only minimally responsive to voters; legislators may not be 

responsive to the geographic constituency, but they are responsive to the reelection and primary 

constituencies. 

Our investigation goes beyond the geographic constituency, which is the focus of most 

research on representation in Congress. In this paper, concurring with Fenno, we take the stance 
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that MCs are most attentive to their strongest supporters, beyond their geographic constituency. 

This discussion of party and unequal representation leads to our first expectation: 

Expectation #1 – Both parties will exhibit a tendency to over-represent their wealthy 

constituents—particularly the wealthy among the parties’ co-partisans who are likely to 

be viewed as activists and potential campaign donors. 

Issue Area Differences in Representation 

We expect that the parties will prioritize the views of the rich in different ways on 

different issues. The potential for differential responsiveness varies across issues based on the 

degree to which the rich and poor disagree on different policy issues. This point was made 

eloquently by Soroka and Wlezien (2008) after finding a great deal of similarity in preferences 

for increasing or decreasing spending across income groups in the General Social Survey. They 

concluded that this congruence of average opinion across socio-economic groups places a 

“healthy limit” on the representation inequality that can occur, since even if the poor are totally 

ignored by their elected officials, they will still get what they want—to the degree that their 

preferences and interests overlap with those groups that are better represented in the political 

system. Bartels (2009) showed a similar congruence in opinion on the estate tax. Gilens (2005) 

acknowledged the same reality by restricting his analysis to only those policy issues on which 

the poor and rich disagree. While Rigby and Wright (2013) distinguished between alignment and 

influence—with alignment capturing any association between the income group’s preferences 

and parties’ positioning and influence indicating a relationship even after accounting for the 

opinion of the other income groups—and find more robust unequal representation of the rich 

using the influence definition. 
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Notably, Gilens (2009) addressed the discrepancy between his findings of persistent 

differences in opinion across income groups with Soroka and Wlezien’s (2008) finding of 

congruence. Through a series of rigorous replications and comparisons, he illustrated that the 

differences in findings were due to differences in the range and type of policies considered—

differences are much greater for foreign policy, health care reform, and social/moral policy 

issues. Further, across studies identifying income-group differences in opinion (using a variety of 

data sources and analytic methods), a consistent pattern emerges. Specifically, wealthier 

individuals are less likely to support more liberal redistributive or spending programs (e.g., 

increased spending for schools, reduced differences between rich and poor), but are more likely 

to take liberal stands on social or moral issues (e.g., abortion, stem cell research, gay rights; 

Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Snyder 2006; Bartels 2009; Flavin 2012; Gilens 2005, 2009). Note 

that the average campaign donor—like the average wealthy American—is liberal on social issues 

but conservative on economic issues (Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2012).  

We expect elected officials, in making strategic calculations about who to represent, to 

capitalize on opportunities provided them by the cross-cutting opinion structure in which higher-

income Americans tend to be more conservative than the poor on economic issues, but more 

liberal on social and moral issues. These cross-cutting income-opinion gradients open up issue- 

and party-specific forms of representation that may be driving much of the political inequality 

we see. And they inform our final expectation: 

Expectation #2 –– We expect that the most pronounced representation of the rich over the 

poor will be for Republican senators on economic policy votes and Democratic senators 

on moral policy issues. 

We test these two expectations in the following empirical sections. 
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DATA 

 We utilize data from even-numbered years of the 2006 through 2014 Cooperative 

Congressional Election Study (CCES) Common Content.1 In each survey, respondents are asked 

about recent congressional roll call votes. After describing the relevant legislation, respondents 

are asked if they support or oppose the bill or amendment. A record of each senator’s position on 

the associated roll call vote is published on the CCES Dataverse. These data provide a useful tool 

for assessing representation since the respondent and their senator are asked about the same 

policy proposal—allowing for examination of actual congruence rather than simply a correlation 

between two measures such as individual-level ideology and roll call ideology. That said, we 

acknowledge the complexity within these roll call votes and the fact that a senator may vote for 

or against a policy proposal based on reasons beyond those included in the short description of 

the bill provided to survey respondents. Across these five surveys, the respondents were asked 

about 25 policy proposals that we were able to match to their senators’ vote on the bill or 

amendment. From this list of 25 issues, we removed four votes in which a majority in both 

parties supported the legislation and more than 80% of all senators supported the legislation.2 

[TABLE 1 HERE]  

This provides us with 21 different policy issues on which to compare respondents’ policy 

preferences and the votes taken by their senators. Notably, these span five survey years and 

include congresses with unified Democratic party control, unified Republican party control, and 
                                                           
1 Stephen Ansolabehere, 2010, "CCES Common Content, 2006", hdl:1902.1/14002, Harvard Dataverse, V4, 
UNF:5:Zz4+e5bz7lzeLOjQCUk+lw==; Stephen Ansolabehere, 2010, "CCES, Common Content, 
2008", hdl:1902.1/14003, Harvard Dataverse, V6, UNF:5:7eeaUMPVCcKDNxK6/kd37w==; Stephen 
Ansolabehere, 2012, "CCES Common Content, 2010", hdl:1902.1/17705, Harvard Dataverse, V3; Ansolabehere, 
Stephen; Schaffner, Brian, 2013, "CCES Common Content, 2012", hdl:1902.1/21447, Harvard Dataverse, V9, 
UNF:5:Eg5SQysFZaPiXc8tEbmmRA==; Schaffner, Brian; Ansolabehere, Stephen, 2015, "CCES Common 
Content, 2014", doi:10.7910/DVN/XFXJVY, Harvard Dataverse, V4, UNF:6:WvvlTX+E+iNraxwbaWNVdg== 
2 Questions on raising the minimum wage to $7.25, North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Korean 
Free Trade Agreement, and a bill providing assistance to victims of the housing crisis were removed from the final 
list of issues because they did not meet our criteria for inclusion as they were near-unanimous votes. 
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divided government. To test our expectations about policy domain-specific representation, the 21 

policies ranged from votes taken on a range of issues – including abortion access, capital gains 

taxes, the minimum wage, and gay marriage. Table 1 presents a list of the 21 issues we 

investigate in this paper. CCES surveys are large internet surveys, where between roughly 

75,000 and 100,000 individuals respond;3 and the vast majority of these respondents were 

willing to express a policy position on these highly-salient policy issues, with the lowest 

response rate for support for the Central American Free Trade Agreement (77 percent held a 

position). For the rest of the issues, at least 80% of respondents gave a position. 

We recoded each policy issue so that the more conservative policy position was coded 

one and the more liberal policy position was coded zero. We validated our assessment of the 

more conservative versus more liberal position by looking at the association between preference 

for the policy proposal and self-identified ideology.4 

 The CCES asks each respondent for their family income, providing response options that 

typically span between ten and twenty thousand dollars. For example, a respondent whose 

family’s annual income was $68,000 would respond that their family income was between 

$60,000 and $69,999, the seventh income category. From these survey responses we generated 

state- and year-specific income quintiles. The state and year adjustments ensured that we are not 

conflating differences in the cost of living across states or years and that the Mississippi poor are 

only compared to the Mississippi rich, and not the Maryland rich. First, we assigned each 

                                                           
3 The effective N varies by model. See the results in the Appendix for the number of observations in a given 
regression. 
4 Further, we cross-checked these positions with the proportion of Republicans voting for the more conservative 
position and found that only in one instance were conservatives in the public not in agreement with Republicans in 
the Senate: on the Middle Class Tax Cuts. Democratic Majority Leader Harry Reid offered a compromise plan to 
only extend the Bush Tax Cuts to those making less than $200,000 per year. Almost all Democratic senators 
supported the bill as it was viewed as a liberal compromise to the Republican plan to extend the Bush Tax Cuts to all 
Americans. For this idiosyncratic reason, we consider the Republican position (against the compromise plan) to be 
the conservative position and the Democratic position (for the compromise plan) to be the liberal position, despite 
the fact that conservatives in the public were more likely to support “middle class tax cuts” than liberals. 
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respondent the income in the middle of their income category. For example, if a respondent 

chose the seventh income category ($60K to $70K), we assigned them an income of $65,000. 

We then transformed these monetary values into percentiles for each survey year and state. This 

allowed us to isolate income quintiles for each state rather than comparing across states with 

different median incomes and income distributions. From these percentiles, we define the poor as 

the bottom income quintile (below the 20th percentile) and the rich as the top income quintile 

(above the 80th percentile). 

REPRESENTATION GAPS: AGGREGATE ANALYSIS 

We begin our analysis with the most aggregated level, analyzing representation across all 

21 roll call votes. Previous research examining this question at the aggregate level tens to 

confirm the conventional wisdom: that Republicans are the party of the rich and Democrats are 

the party of the poor. We begin by examining this basic relationship in our data. To do so, we 

transform the combined 2006-2014 CCES dataset such that there is one observation per 

respondent-issue-senator combination; in other words, each respondent is in the dataset for each 

time a respondent and their senator can be matched on a roll call vote. For example, in 2006, 

there are 7 issues times 2 senators times 72,806 respondents (although observations are dropped 

if a respondent did not answer the preference question or a senator did not vote, abstained, or 

was not in office at the time of the vote). From this dataset, we can determine how much better 

the rich are represented than the poor, on average across all issues polled. 

We utilize a multilevel linear probability model with random intercepts for issue, income 

quintile, and senator. The only individual-level predictor included is income percentile. The 

inclusion of both income quintile random effects and a continuous income fixed effect (relative 

to the state-year) means that the effect of income is estimated such that quintiles partially-pool 
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toward linearity (e.g., Ghitza and Gelman 2013). Survey-weights are used so that the results can 

generalize to the U.S. population. The dependent variable in these analyses is a dichotomous 

measure for whether the senator and respondent share the same preference on an issue (1) or not 

(0). Put differently, if the senator voted the way the respondent wanted them to vote, the 

dependent variable takes a value of 1, and if the senator did not vote the way the respondent 

wanted them to vote, the dependent variable takes a value of 0. 

The figures that we present in this section plot the estimates from these linear probability 

models at the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th income percentiles and can be interpreted as the 

percent of the U.S. that are represented by their senator represented at a given income percentile. 

Results: All Roll Call Votes 

The estimated percent of the public represented on all CCES issues at a given level of 

income is plotted in Figure 1. As can be seen by examining the solid line in Figure 1A, for 

Americans represented by Republican senators, the rich (the top quintile) are slightly better 

represented than the poor (the bottom quintile).5 As can be seen by examining the solid line in 

Figure 1B, for Americans represented by Democratic senators, the rich are slightly more poorly 

represented than the poor. Thus, the conventional wisdom—mostly—holds in our data when 

aggregating across all CCES roll call votes, but the results are underwhelming. 

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

However, the results are more interesting when only examining co-partisans.6 Among co-

partisans of senators, do we still see the same class warfare in the data? The representation 

                                                           
5 Senator Jim Jeffords is not considered a Democrat or a Republican in the CCES 2006 dataset. Since he has the 
complicated story of switching parties from Republican to Independent and began caucusing with the Democrats, 
we do not consider him in either the Democratic or Republican analyses. Only 75 observations are dropped because 
of this. 
6 Co-partisans are defined as constituents identifying with the same party as the senator. Independent leaners are 
included such that a Democratic-leaning independent is considered a co-partisan of a Democratic senator. 
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literature generally supports the notion that legislators care more about and purposefully better-

represent their supporters and co-partisans—the people that put them in office (Fenno 1977; Goff 

and Grier 1993; Bishin 2000; Medoff, Dennis, and Bishin 1995; Wright 1989; see also Clinton 

2006). From a normative standpoint, this does not necessarily violate the delegate model of 

representation, since voters are represented through the choice of a like-minded legislator rather 

than representatives following the preferences of their constituents (W. E. Miller and Stokes 

1963; Kingdon 1989). As can be seen by looking at the dashed lines in Figure 1, when only 

examining co-partisans, the bias towards the rich remains for Republican senators and actually 

reverses for Democratic senators. Put differently, on average, Republican and Democratic 

senators somewhat better represent rich co-partisans better than poor co-partisans. 

In sum, when analyzing the average representation gap, across all roll call votes, 

Republicans seem to be the party of the rich and Democrats seem to be the party of the poor. 

Within their parties, however, both Republican and Democratic senators—to some extent—

better represent the rich than poor—but this relationship is weak. 

Results: by Issue Domain 

The problem with this aggregated analysis is that it necessarily assumes an equivalence 

of issues. As argued earlier, this aggregation method ignores important variation between—and 

within—issue domains. We adopt the view that political conflict among the American public is 

best-understood through issue domains, since the policy space is two dimensional (G. Miller and 

Schofield 2003, 2008), or at least not unidimensional, in the American public (Achen 1975; 

Baldassarri and Gelman 2008; Broockman 2016). Specifically, we compare the economic and 

social issue domains, which together capture a broad range of domestic policy issues. 
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We classify eight roll call votes as economic policy, including: Capital Gains Tax Cut, 

two votes on the Children’s Health Insurance Program, Minimum Wage, the stimulus bill, Ryan 

Budget spending cuts, Wall Street Reform, and the Republican plan to extend the Bush Tax 

Cuts.7 For social issues, we included seven roll call votes: the Birth Control Exception in the 

Affordable Care Act, two votes Stem Cell Research, Don’t Ask Don’t Tell, Gay Marriage Ban, 

Late-term Abortions Ban, and Amnesty for Undocumented Immigrants. 

[FIGURES 2 & 3 ABOUT HERE] 

 Figure 2 presents the percent of Americans represented on economic issues by income. 

As can be seen by examining either 2a, Republican senators, or 2b, Democratic senators, the 

slopes of the curves are steeper than in Figure 1, indicating that the relationship between income 

and the likelihood of being represented is stronger at the issue-domain level than when 

aggregating across all issues. It is clearer when examining these figures that Republicans are the 

party of the rich and Democrats are the party of the poor on economic policy, but only when 

examining how well senators represent their state (geographic constituency). When we examine 

only co-partisans, the dashed lines, Republicans still better represent the Republican rich than the 

Republican poor on economic issues—and the slope is steep—but Democrats appear to be 

egalitarian and don’t better represent the rich than the poor. 

 On social issues (Figure 3) we see completely different trends than across all issues or on 

economic issues. Republicans represent the rich no better than the poor—geographic 

constituency or co-partisans only—on social issues. Democrats, too, represent the rich no better 

than the poor—but only among their geographic constituency. On social issues, Democratic 

senators represent rich members of their own party much better than poor members of their own 
                                                           
7 Results remain the same if we include Healthcare Reform, Keystone XL Pipeline, and the Democratic tax proposal 
(Middle Class Tax Cuts) in our definition of economic issues. See the Appendix for an alternate version of Figure 2 
that includes these issues. 
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party, requiring us to question the conventional wisdom. Democrats may be the party of the rich 

too, at least on social issues. 

PREFERENCE AND REPRESENTATION GAPS: INDIVIDUAL ROLL CALL VOTES 

 To better understand these results, we need to shift our focus to the specific issues and 

roll call votes on which differential responsiveness may occur.  It is easy to represent one’s 

poorer constituents if their preferences overlap with those of the rest of the constituency (or even 

the rest of your co-partisans). And we know that for many issues the preferences of the rich and 

poor do not differ (Soroka and Wlezien 2008). Differential responsiveness to the rich versus poor 

requires preference differences that force elected officials to vote in a way that better aligns with 

the wealthier constituents. To identify these differences, we next examine these gaps on each of 

the economic and social issues included in our previous analysis. 

 In this section, we refer to two concepts: (1) preference gaps and (2) representation gaps. 

By preference gaps, we mean the difference in support for the conservative position between the 

rich and the poor. In these analyses, the dependent variable is a dichotomous measure for 

whether the respondent supported the roll call vote before the Senate. For example, for the Ryan 

Budget, the preference gap is the percentage-point difference in likelihood that a rich person 

supports the Ryan Budget (30%) and a poor person (16%) supports the Ryan Budget. Among all 

Americans, the rich support the Ryan Budget by 14 percentage points more than do the poor. 

 By representation gaps, we mean the difference in the likelihood that a rich person’s 

preference is reflected in their senator’s roll call vote when compared with the likelihood that a 

poor person’s preference is reflected in their senator’s roll call vote. The dependent variable 

takes a value of 1 if the senator and respondent both supported or both opposed the legislation 
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and 0 otherwise.8 (Note that this is the same dependent variable that was used for Figures 1 

through 3.) For example, if a respondent supported [opposed] the Ryan budget and their senators 

voted Yea [Nay] in Congress, then that respondent is considered to be represented. Among 

Republican senators, the preference of a rich Republicans was about 13% more likely to be 

represented in the Senate than a poor Republican on the Ryan budget roll call vote. 

 To measure the gap—representation gap or preference gap—we include dummy variables 

for each of the income quintiles, where the omitted category is the bottom quintile. The results 

that we report in Figures 4 and 5 are the contrast marginal effect between the upper quintile (the 

rich) and the omitted bottom quintile (the poor) derived from survey-weighted logit models. 

Results 

For there to be income-biased representation, there must be differences in the public 

policy preferences of the rich and poor. Beginning with economic issues (see Figure 4a), among 

all Americans, we see the largest income-gaps in policy preferences on issues like the capital 

gains tax cut, the minimum wage increase, and the Children’s Health Insurance Program. The 

average rich American is about 15% more likely to be conservative on any given economic 

policy issue than the average poor American. 

[FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE] 

But, there are important differences in the magnitude and direction of these preference 

gaps within each party’s constituency. On the one hand, rich Republicans were more likely to 

take the conservative position than were poor republicans (with preference gaps of 15-30 

percentage points). Yet, rich and poor Americans identifying with the Democratic Party seem to 

be in general agreement on these policies. Thus, the Republican Party faces an electorate that is 
                                                           
8 For analyses with the representation dependent variables, there are two observations per CCES respondent, one for 
the dyadic relationship between the respondent and their junior senator and one for the dyadic relationship between 
the respondent and their senior senator—leading to twice as many observations as we have respondents. 
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divided on these economic issues by income, while the Democrats do not. These differences in 

preference gaps are reflected in the representation gaps (Figures 5a and 5b, see gray bars for 

economic roll call votes). We find that Republicans (5a) better-represent the rich than the poor 

across all economic issues—among their geographic constituency and also when only 

considering only their co-partisans. In contrast, Democrats (5b) better-represent the poor in their 

geographic constituency, Democrats representing their co-partisans across income levels (since 

there is general agreement between rich and poor Democrats on these issues). Therefore, it is 

hard to distinguish between intentional representation of the poor and coincidental representation 

that results from Democrats simply representing their co-partisans on economic policy issues.   

[FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE] 

On social issues, there are fewer income-based differences in social issues preferences 

among all Americans (Figure 4b) but the rich are perhaps slightly more conservative than the 

poor on social issues. However, rich Republicans and poor Republicans are largely in agreement 

on social issues with the exceptions being Don’t-Ask-Don’t-Tell Repeal and the ACA Birth 

Control Exemption, where rich Republicans are more conservative. On these two issues, we see 

that Republican senators are better-representing the rich than the poor—but for most social 

issues, rich and poor Republicans general agree and therefore it is not surprising that we find 

little to no differential responsiveness (see Figure 5a, white bars). 

We see much larger income gaps in social policy preferences among Democrats, where 

the rich are significantly more liberal than the poor across all issues but especially on issues such 

as the Gay Marriage Ban, Late-Term Abortion Ban, Amnesty for Undocumented Immigrants, 

Stem Cell Research (2008), and Don’t-Ask-Don’t-Tell Repeal where there rich are 10-20% more 

likely to be liberal than the poor (see Figure 4b). On social issues in general, there are no clear 
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representation gaps among Democratic senators’ geographic constituency (see Figure 5b), but 

among co-partisans, Democratic senators better-represent the rich, especially on the five issues 

with the largest preference gaps where rich Democrats are 10-20% more likely to be represented 

than poor Democrats.  

Sensitivity Analysis 

To provide the sharpest comparison between the representation behavior of Democratic 

and Republican senators, we undertook a “Swing State Robustness Check” (available in the 

appendix upon request) where we only include states represented by both a Republican and 

Democratic Senator. This allows us to compare the voting behavior of Republicans and 

Democrats who are representing the exact same geographic constituency. The results of these 

analyses are substantively similar to those in Figures 5a and 5b indicating that even when 

Republicans and Democrats are representing the same geographic constituency, they are 

representing different groups within that same geographic constituency. 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

Unlike much previous work, we examine and present CCES data on individual issues that 

were polled, rather scaling or pooling together issues of differing policy domains. This allows us 

to conceptualize representational inequality as an issue-specific (or at least policy-domain-

specific) phenomenon and identify a more nuanced picture of the particular political dynamics at 

play. Similarly, Hacker and Pierson (2014) have argued for a policy-centric political science. 

In this paper, we first ask: are the Republicans the party of the rich and Democrats the 

party of the poor? When pooling all issues together, as we do in Figure 1, this appears to be the 

case, but the effect is not strong. But senators don’t represent their constituency at-large, they 
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represent who put them in office. When only examining co-partisans, senators of both parties 

exhibit a slight bias toward the rich in who they represent. 

When we compare representation by issue domain, we see a somewhat different trend. 

On economic issues, Republican senators represent the rich—whether that is their constituency 

at-large or their co-partisans—while Democratic senators are biased towards representing the 

poor in their state on economic issues and show no strong income-bias in representation on 

economic issues among co-partisans. On social issues, Republican senators don’t show any signs 

of better-representing the rich or poor, but for Democratic senators, while they are not biased 

toward the rich in their at-large constituency, they are biased toward the rich among their co-

partisans. In sum, Republicans are the party that represents the rich on economic issues and 

Democrats are the party that represents the Democratic rich on social issues—at least among 

their own co-partisans. 

We also examine representation at the issue-level. On economic issues, there is a strong 

income-based division within the Republican Party, with the average rich Republican being more 

likely to support the conservative position by 15-30 percentage points. In contrast, rich and poor 

Democrats are mostly in agreement on economic policies. The opposite is true on social issues. 

Although there are exceptions (i.e., ACA birth control and DADT repeal), the Republican rich 

and poor are mostly in agreement on social issues; but it is Democrats who are income-stratified. 

On social issues, the average rich Democrat is more liberal than the average poor Democrat 

(typically by a 10-20 percentage point gap in support for the policy). Both of these trends are 

generally reflected in the representation gaps; Republicans represent the rich better than the 

poor—all constituents or co-partisans only—on economic but not social issues but the story is a 

bit more complicated for Democrats. Democratic senators represent the poor in their state better 
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than the rich on economic issues but not social issues while Democratic senators represent rich 

co-partisans better than poor co-partisans on social issues but not economic issues. The issue-

specific results are much more dramatic than the aggregated results. The rich are more than 20% 

better-represented by Republican senators on issues like the Capital Gains tax cut and the 

Stimulus bill. However, the rich are also about 20% more poorly-represented by Democratic 

senators on the Capital Gains tax cut and CHIP (2008) but on gay marriage, rich Democrats are 

nearly 15% more likely to be represented than poor Democrats. 

It is important to underscore the fact that aggregating across issues ignores that some 

issues have large preferences gaps and some do not. In our analysis that pools together different 

issues the effect of income on representation is much smaller than when examining individual 

issues; this is because, on some roll call votes, the rich and poor are in agreement. However, if 

we want to understand if the rich are better represented than the poor, we should look to those 

issues where the rich and poor actually disagree with one another in order to determine whether 

there are income-based differences in representation. 

Another important point to underscore is that the Republican and Democratic 

constituencies are clearly composed of different rich people and different poor people since there 

exist preference gaps in opposite directions between the two parties, which we can only 

determine by examining domain-specific trends in preference and representation gaps. On the 

one hand, the Republican coalition shares similar policy preferences on social issues—where the 

rich and poor are both conservative. But the Republican coalition diverges along class lines on 

economic issues, where the rich are more conservative than the poor, and Republican senators 

are more representative of these conservative rich than more-moderate poor. On the other hand, 

the Democratic coalition shares similar policy preferences on economic issues—where both the 
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rich and poor are liberal. But the Democratic coalition diverges along class lines on social issues, 

where the rich are more liberal than the poor, and Democratic senators are more representative of 

these liberal rich than more-moderate poor. 

Understanding representation of the rich in this way leads us to a more nuanced 

understanding of the impact of political inequality on party polarization. Rather than expecting to 

find two parties converging on the policy preferences held by the one percent, we find two 

parties each giving undue influence over policymaking to a small group of wealthy supporters. 

Our analysis aligns with other research that shows partisan campaign donors hold more extreme 

policy positions than other members of their party on specific policy issues—most notably a 

greater conservativism on economic issues among donors to Republican candidates and greater 

liberalism on social policy issues among donors to Democratic candidates (Brockman and 

Malhortra 2017). This suggests that the outsized influence of the wealthy in U.S. politics may 

serve to push the Democratic party to the left on social issues and the Republican party to the 

right on economic issues. By better representing their rich constituents, both parties move away 

from the more moderate views of their less affluent constituents on the issues on which the rich 

and poor disagree—helping to illuminate a process by which differential representation of the 

rich could co-exist—and even exacerbate—the polarization of political parties.  
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 1: Roll Call Vote Descriptions 

CCES 
Survey 
Year 

Congress Issue Description 

Senate Roll Call 
CCES 
Survey 

Size 

% Who 
Answered 

Support for Conservative Position 

Democrat 
Support 

Republican 
Support Public Poor Rich 

2006 109 Late-Term 
Abortion Late-term ("partial-birth") abortion ban 30% 94% 72,806 88% 59% 57% 57% 

2006 109 Stem Cell Approve of federal funding for stem cell research 98% 35% 72,806 90% 32% 27% 32% 

2006 109 Iraq Timetable Require Bush to establish plan for Iraq troop 
withdrawal 86% 2% 72,806 92% 36% 25% 44% 

2006 109 Immigration Amnesty; offer a pathway to citizenship for 
undocumented 91% 42% 72,806 91% 61% 59% 56% 

2006 109 Minimum Wage Raise federal minimum wage from $5.15 to $6.25 100% 7% 72,806 95% 22% 12% 29% 

2006 109 Capital Gains Extend capital gains (selling investments) tax cut 7% 94% 72,806 87% 48% 34% 58% 

2006 109 CAFTA Approve new Central American Free Trade 
Agreement 26% 78% 72,806 77% 35% 31% 47% 

2008 110 Stem Cell Approve of federal funding for stem cell research 96% 35% 65,494 84% 35% 33% 33% 

2008 110 Spy Overseas Enable for spying on foreign terror suspects 
without warrant 44% 100% 65,494 86% 67% 62% 68% 

2008 110 Gay Marriage 
Ban 

Amendment to Constitution to ban same-sex 
marriage 5% 87% 65,494 90% 47% 45% 43% 

2008 110 CHIP Extend and improve State Children's Health 
Insurance Program coverage 100% 37% 65,494 84% 26% 14% 37% 

2010 111 Stimulus Economic stimulus (American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act) 100% 8% 110,492 99% 47% 38% 54% 

2010 111 CHIP Extend and improve State Children's Health 
Insurance Program coverage 100% 28% 110,492 99% 26% 19% 34% 

2010 111 Healthcare 
Reform Affordable Care Act healthcare reform 100% 0% 110,492 99% 47% 39% 55% 
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2010 111 Financial Reform Dodd-Frank Wall Street financial reform 98% 7% 110,492 98% 29% 26% 36% 

2010 111 DADT Repeal Don't Ask, Don't Tell repeal 100% 21% 110,492 98% 38% 35% 39% 

2012 112 Keystone Pipeline Approve Keystone XL Pipeline 21% 100% 108,852 98% 73% 70% 73% 

2012 & 
2014 112 Birth Control Allow for religious exemption to ACA birth 

control coverage mandate 21% 100% 220,990 90% 40% 35% 43% 

2012 & 
2014 112 Tax Cuts for All Extend Bush tax cuts for all (not only middle 

class) 2% 96% 220,990 91% 55% 50% 55% 

2012 & 
2014 112 Middle Class Tax 

Cuts Only extend Bush tax cuts for middle class 96% 0% 220,990 91% 26% 26% 28% 

2012 & 
2014 112 Ryan Budget Paul Ryan Budget; survey question cites 

Medicare and Medicaid cuts 0% 89% 220,990 88% 22% 16% 30% 
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Figure 1: Representation on All Roll Call Votes 

(a) Republican Senators   (b) Democratic Senators 

   

These figures present the percent of constituents that are represented at a given income percentile. The mulitlevel 
linear probability model regression estimates were used to derive an equation to predict the percent represented at 
the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentiles. 
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Figure 2: Representation on Economic Issues 

(a) Republican Senators   (b) Democratic Senators 

   

These figures present the percent of constituents that are represented at a given income percentile. The mulitlevel 
linear probability model regression estimates were used to derive an equation to predict the percent represented at 
the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentiles. 
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Figure 3: Representation on Social Issues 

(a) Republican Senators   (b) Democratic Senators 

 

These figures present the percent of constituents that are represented at a given income percentile. The mulitlevel 
linear probability model regression estimates were used to derive an equation to predict the percent represented at 
the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentiles. 
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Figure 4: Preference Gaps on Individual Roll Call Votes 

(a) Economic Issues 

 

Higher, positive values indicate the rich are more conservative than the poor. The point estimates indicate the 
difference in support for the policy issue between the rich and poor. All issues are recoded so that a value of 1 
indicates that the respondent supported the conservative position. 
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(b) Social Issues 

 

Higher, positive values indicate the rich are more conservative than the poor. The point estimates indicate the 
difference in support for the policy issue between the rich and poor. All issues are recoded so that a value of 1 
indicates that the respondent supported the conservative position. 
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Figure 5: Representation Gaps on Individual Roll Call Votes 

(a) Republican Senators 

 

Higher, positive values indicate the rich are better represented the poor. The point estimates indicate the difference 
in likelihood of being represented between the rich and poor. 
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(b) Democratic Senators 

 

Higher, positive values indicate the rich are better represented the poor. The point estimates indicate the difference 
in likelihood of being represented between the rich and poor. 


